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Summary 
 
 The Field Services Section of the Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust was invited by The 

Llimeys, Friends of Llanymynech Limeworks Heritage Area, to supervise an archaeological 
evaluation undertaken by local volunteers on the site of a railway transfer wharf associated with 
the Llanymynech Limeworks, in Shropshire. 

 
 The project investigated part of a railway siding and an adjacent embankment which was 

constructed to carry a tramway onto the top of the Hoffman Kiln for loading coal. The 
evaluation revealed evidence for the remains of the main line railway siding, comprising the 
remains of timber sleepers, together with contemporary deposits of coal in and around the 
siding, and tramline retaining bolts from the top of the embankment, The results corroborate the 
belief that the siding was used as a coal transfer wharf for the Hoffman Kiln in the early years of 
the 20th century. 

 
The remains of a brick wall were also identified along the top of, and contemporary with, the 
tramway embankment, although its exact purpose, other than that of a revetment wall, is still 
unknown. Attention had previously focused on a shaped iron bar which protruded from the 
northern end of the embankment, which has now been identified as a stoker’s bar or rod which 
is likely to date from the  late 19th or early 20th-centuries and would have been used by stokers 
on the main railway line.  
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 In February 2013 the Field Services Section of the Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust (CPAT) 
was invited by The Llimeys, The Friends of Llanymynech Limeworks Heritage Area, to 
supervise an archaeological evaluation that was to be undertaken by local volunteers on the site 
of the Transfer Wharf associated with the Llanymynech Limeworks, in Shropshire (Fig. 1; SJ 
2682 2127).  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Plan of the Llanymynech Heritage Area showing the 2013 evaluation trench locations and 
additional (May 2013) survey detail of the Transfer Wharf. 

 
 

1.2 The site forms part of the scheduled monument (SM 36043, HA 1021412) termed as ‘Lime 
Kilns, Associated Tramways, Structures and other Buildings At Llanymynech, Llanymynech 
And Pant, Shropshire’. Scheduled Monument Consent for the evaluation, which was granted in 
November 2012, included the following conditions (English Heritage ref: S00045387): 
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(a)  No works shall take place until the applicant has confirmed to English Heritage, and 
English Heritage has approved, the name of an archaeologist who will oversee the works to 
an appropriate professional standard. 

 
(b)  All those involved in the implementation of the works granted by this consent must be 

informed by the applicant that the land is designated as a scheduled monument under the 
Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 (as amended); the extent of the 
scheduled monument as set out in both the scheduled monument description and map; and 
that the implications of this designation include the requirement to obtain Scheduled 
Monument Consent for any works to a scheduled monument from the Secretary of State 
prior to them being undertaken. 

 
(c)  Equipment and machinery shall not be used or operated in the scheduled area in conditions 

or in a manner likely to result in damage to the monument or ground disturbance other than 
that which is expressly authorised in this consent. 

 
(d)  Any masonry and brick remains exposed in the course of the excavation shall either be 

backfilled within three months (or such other period as may be mutually agreed) of the 
completion of the excavation or, if they are to be the subject of subsequent consolidation 
and display, shall be protected from the elements until such time as further Scheduled 
Monument Consent has been obtained and consolidation works commence. All such 
protection works to be carried out to the satisfaction of the Secretary of State who will be 
advised by English Heritage. 

 
1.3 Llanymynech Limeworks Heritage Area has been the subject of a number of studies and, more 

recently, limited archaeological intervention around the Hoffman Kiln. A detailed survey of the 
limeworks was conducted by CPAT in 2004 (Jones 2004), providing digital mapping of the 
complex, to which the results from the present excavation have been appended.  

 
 

2 Historical Background 
 
2.1 The Llanymynech Heritage Area, which lies on the northern side of the village, extending from 

the canal to the main road from Oswestry to Welshpool, is of national importance for its 
industrial archaeological heritage. The area, which contains a complex of structures and 
earthworks associated with the transport and processing of limestone from the nearby quarries, 
is part of a much wider mining and quarrying landscape, the settlement of which has its origins 
in prehistory dating back to the Iron Age or possibly the Late Bronze Age.  

 
2.2 During the 2004 survey, numerous archaeological sites were identified, each assigned a unique 

site number for future reference. The aims of the 2013 evaluation were to investigate the nature 
and condition of a coal transfer wharf, the operation of which centred on the following sites:  

 
Site 35 Llanymynech Hoffman Kiln tramway embankment 
A stone-revetted embankment, extending for c. 60m, constructed for a tramway to carry coal 
onto the top of the Hoffman Kiln via a timber bridge. 
 
Site 48 Llanymynech Hoffman Kiln tramway II 
A tramway constructed on an embankment to carry coal onto the top of the Hoffman Kiln via a 
timber bridge. It is depicted on the OS 2nd edition map revised in 1900, but no visible remains 
survive. 
 
Site 81 Llanymynech Hoffman Kiln tramway 
A tramway or railway siding, surviving as an earthwork holloway c. 5m across, possibly for the 
import of coal to fuel the Hoffman Kiln. 
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2.3 The coal transfer wharf is believed to be associated with the last major development at the 
Llanymynech industrial site, comprising the construction of the Hoffman Kiln sometime around 
1900. The Ordnance Survey second edition 25” map of 1900 (Fig. 2) shows the kiln together 
with significant changes to the transport system, including additional tramways and main line 
railway sidings serving the kiln which had been introduced in the last quarter of the 19th century. 
There is some debate regarding the date of construction, although this seems to have been 
generally accepted as being around 1899. Certainly, the kiln was not recorded by the Ordnance 
Survey in 1874, but was in existence by 1900. It continued in use until 1914. 

 
2.4 Limestone from the quarries on Llanymynech Hill was brought to the Hoffman Kiln via a 

system of tramways and inclines, including a tramway which ran at ground level on either side 
of the kiln. To fire the kiln the limestone was carefully stacked in each chamber in succession, 
with vertical shafts or ‘pillars’ being left immediately beneath a series of ‘feed holes’ in the 
arched tunnel roof. Small pieces of coal were fed through these holes to be burned in the hot air 
passing through the tunnel. The combustion gases circulated from one chamber to the next until 
they were drawn into the central flue leading to the chimney. Once the lime in one chamber was 
sufficiently burned, the flue was closed and coal was fed into the next chamber, which had its 
flue opened, and thus the fire moved around the kiln. The coal was brought onto the roof of the 
kiln by a tramway on an embankment to the north (Sites 35 and 48), with a bridge over the 
ground level limestone-carrying tramway passing around the north end of the kiln. The whole 
structure was covered with a corrugated iron roof which has now been reinstated. 

 
2.5 The coal transfer wharf was serviced by a railway siding that was an off-shoot of the main 

branch line (Fig. 2). The origins of the mainline railway date back to 1863 when the Llanfyllin 
Branch of the Cambrian Railways was constructed by a Mr Savin and his brother-in-law, Mr 
Ward, and subsequently opened on 10 April 1863. A stipulation of the Act of Parliament 
allowing the construction was that the line was not to interfere with existing tramways by 
crossing them on the level which thus necessitated two bridges to carry the railway over them 
(Christiansen and Miller 1967, 29). At Llanymynech, a north-end bay platform catered for the 
Llanfyllin trains which, in order to surmount the canal, used the long ‘Rock Siding’ to a 
shunting neck, reversing on or off the branch. After several false starts and changes in company, 
a railway was eventually constructed from Shrewsbury to Llanymynech, and on through 
Llanyblodwel to the limestone quarries at Nantmawr. The single-track line, which by-passed the 
Cambrian line, was known as the Potteries, Shrewsbury and North Wales Railway, and was 
opened in August 1866 (Wren 1968, 34). Through traffic on the Rock Siding ended in January 
1896, although it continued to serve the limekilns until their closure in 1914. After this the 
siding was used to store redundant wagons until the track was removed in 1939.  The Llanfyllin 
Branch line itself was finally closed in 1965 (Baughan 1991, 182-3; Cozens 1959). 

 
2.6 Following the closure of the lime works in 1914 the site appears to have been largely 

abandoned. The Hoffman Kiln served as a cowshed for a number of years, while the railway 
was used to store redundant wagons. Although all of the machinery was removed from the site 
the various structures were left more or less intact. It would appear that the tramway rails, and 
possibly other iron structures, were sold and removed as scrap metal, possibly as late as the 
1960s. 
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Fig. 2 Ordnance Survey 2nd edition 1:2,500 
(surveyed in 1874 in Shropshire, 1885 in Montgomeryshire, revised 1900, published 1901) 

 
 
 

3 Evaluation 
 
3.1 The excavation and survey, which took place over a three-day period between 20-22nd April 

2013, had two main objectives: 
 

(a) Investigate through archaeological evaluation the nature and condition of the coal transfer 
wharf.  

 
(b) Record any archaeological structures, features or deposits identified during the evaluation. 

 
3.2 Two trenches (Fig. 3) were excavated by hand with a full drawn, written and photographic 

record being maintained, the details of which appear in Appendix 1. Numbers in brackets 
illustrated on the site plans and incorporated in the text that follows refer to the individual 
contexts recorded in the site archive. 
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Fig. 3 2013 trench locations and transfer wharf survey detail. 
 
 
 Trench 1 
3.3 Trench 1, which measured 6m long and 2.4m wide, was aligned north-east to south-west and 

was located across the eastern side of the tramway embankment. The trench, which was 
positioned to investigate both the embankment and the remains of a low brick wall where a 
structure was depicted by the Ordnance Survey in 1900 (Fig. 2), also extended beyond the base 
of the embankment on the north-eastern side, an area formerly occupied by a railway siding. 

 
3.4 The general overburden and topsoil (01), a loose, dark soil, up to 0.2m thick and consisting of 

variable proportions of clay and sand up to 200mm thick, was removed to reveal a cross-section 
of the transfer wharf comprising surviving elements of the railway siding (04), the tramway 
embankment (03) and a brick-built revetment wall (02) (Figs 4-8).  

 
3.5 The remains of the railway siding consisted of two timber railway sleepers (04), set 0.74m apart 

and laid on a track-bed of crushed limestone chippings. Larger ballast in the form of limestone, 
sandstone and brick fragments, overlay the earlier track-bed, suggesting later maintenance of 
the siding. The railway line itself had been removed, although its position was indicated by wear 
patterns on the timber sleepers. 
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Fig. 4 The brick retaining wall for the transfer wharf in Trench 1, viewed from the west. 
Deposits of coal (5) are evident in the foreground. Photo CPAT 3617-0023 

 
 
3.6 The tramway embankment (03), which was constructed from a compacted mid-brownish clay 

mixed with limestone, survives to its original height of 0.8m above the track-bed of the railway 
siding. There was evidence for periodic maintenance of the embankment, with additional 
deposits of clay, limestone and sandstone having being added at a later date. The later material 
abutted and re-enforced a brick revetment wall (02) as well as sealing coal deposits (05). 
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Fig. 5 The brick retaining wall on the transfer wharf embankment. The surviving railway 
sleepers can be seen at the base of the embankment. Photo CPAT 3617-0027 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6 The surviving railway sleepers for the mainline siding alongside the transfer wharf 
tramway embankment. Photo CPAT 3617-0029 

 
3.7 The brick wall (02) was located along the crest of the embankment (03), running north-west to 

south-east, and consisted of a single thickness of bricks along the west side, and a double row 
on the east side, with an intervening gap of up to 0.17m which had been filled with rubble. 
Overall the wall was 0.56m wide and at least five courses high, bonded with lime mortar and 
laid in a style known as English Bond. The wall could be traced for a further 10m to the south-
east.  
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Fig. 7 Plan and section of Trench 1 
 
 

  
 

Fig. 8 Trench 1 viewed from the east at the end of the excavation. Photo CPAT 3617-0031  
 
3.8 Along the western side of the trench the tramway embankment (03) was sealed by a firm, 

trampled, dark brown silty clay (05) containing numerous small fragments of coal which were 
fairly uniform in size (roughly 50mm by 50mm by 20mm thick) and which was probably 
derived from the transfer of coal from the railway siding to the tramway. Six iron retaining pins 
were also recovered from the deposit and are likely to have been associated with the tramway. 
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 Trench 2 
3.9 The second trench, 2.6m long and 1.4m wide, was aligned north-east to south-west and was 

located 2.5m north-west of Trench 1. It was positioned to investigate a shaped iron bar which 
was partially buried in the embankment (Fig. 9). The removal of overburden (01), similar to that 
in trench 1 and up to 0.4m thick, revealed of rubble (06) containing a large quantity of 
fragmented brick and bottle glass, within which the iron bar was partly buried. The bar was 
approximately 1.5m long with a circular terminal at one end and had evidently been bent before 
being discarded at the time the rubble (06) was dumped onto the low-lying remains of the 
embankment (03).  

 

 
 

Fig. 9 Trench 2 showing the position of the iron bar. Photo CPAT 3617-0047 
 

 
Finds 
 

3.10 The few artefacts from the excavation were all of late 19th-century and early 20th-century date. 
This period coincides with the latest phase of the limeworks during which the Hoffmann Kiln 
was constructed, before the site and its infrastructure was abandoned in 1914. A number of iron 
objects from trench 1 included a hinged iron plate possibly off a coal-wagon, and numerous 
nails together with six tramline retaining pins. A sample of the coal fuel chippings was also 
retained for reference along with a number of tapered bricks (specifically made for the 
construction of the Hoffmann Kiln). The bricks will be cleaned and stored for future 
maintenance of the kiln. 
 

3.11 Several vitrified bricks in the backfill rubble (06) in trench 2, were similar to those used in the 
revetment wall for the tramway embankment (see Jones 2004). The iron bar recovered from 
trench 2 is likely to have been a stoker’s bar or rod, probably dating from the late 19th or early 
20th century, which would have been used by stokers on the mainline railway. A green glass 
bottle, labelled ‘Drew & Co’ of Oswestry and of late 19th/20th-century date was recovered from 
the same deposit. 
 

3.12 Whilst surveying the extended brick wall (02) on the top of the embankment another green glass 
bottle was recovered from the rubble. The manufacturer of the bottle was registered in 
Oswestry. The bottle was embossed with a figure and labelled ‘Saint Oswald’. Both bottles, 
together with the stoker’s bar, have been retained by the Llimeys for future display at the 
Heritage Centre. 
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4 Conclusions 
 
4.1 The evaluation has revealed remains associated with the mainline railway siding alongside the 

coal transfer wharf, consisting of two timber railway sleepers. Deposits of coal in and around 
the siding and the embankment provide supporting evidence for the area being used as a coal 
transfer wharf for the supply of fuel to the Hoffman Kiln. 

 
4.2 The adjacent tramway embankment, which stands to 0.8m above the railway siding, had a low 

brick wall along its north-eastern edge which extended for approximately 14m. At its south-
eastern end the wall turns eastwards in a dog-leg which may indicate the position of a low-status 
structure/shed at one end of the embankment. The area has been heavily disturbed by animal 
burrowing and it is doubtful whether further excavation of this area would enhance the 
archaeological record. However, the general area would benefit from a programme of scrub, 
overburden and sapling removal which would improve the definition of the wall and assist with 
its preservation. 

 
4.3 For some while attention had been focused on an iron bar protruding from the embankment and 

the opportunity was taken to investigate this during the evaluation. It is now thought that this is 
a stoker’s bar or rod which is likely to date to the late 19th or early 20th century and would have 
been used by stokers on the mainline railway. The object, which was bent before being 
discarded at the same time the rubble was dumped the low-lying remains of the tramway 
embankment, might be said to symbolize the demise and subsequent closure of the site in 1914.  
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APPENDIX 1 
 

PROJECT ARCHIVE 
 

Site records 
6 context record forms 
Context Register 
Drawing Register 
2 A4 sheet (drawings of Trench 1 section and Trench 1 plan) 
56 digital photographs, CPAT film 3617 
Photographic register 
Total Station survey and plan 

 
 
 
 
 


